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Abstract

In this study, the effect of the difference in anode length in the two dense plasma focus devices NX2 and
UNU / ICTP PFF on the resulting nitrogen plasma pinch was studied by performing a numerical simulation
of the work of these two devices using Lee’s code. And the study of the change in the dimensions of the
pinch when the pressure of nitrogen gas changes in both devices studied. The study showed the effect
of the low value of the anode length in the NX2 device on the axial velocity of the plasma layer, and
consequently, the arrival of a larger amount of energy stored in the capacitor bank to the compression
phase and the formation of the plasma pinch. Also, the change in soft X-rays yield emitted by both devices
was studied at the same pressure value P=3 Torr, where the highest value of soft X-rays was Ysxr = 4.5J in
the NX2 device and Ysxr = 0.2J in the UNU / ICTP PFF device.
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Introduction

Plasma pinch is one of the proposed mechanisms for inducing nuclear fusion in the
laboratory. The term “pinch” applies to a plasma magnetically driven and enclosed by
an electric current flowing through it [1]. There are three types of plasma pinch: Z-pinch,
Ɵ-pinch, and X-pinch. The difference between these types is in the direction of the current
and the resulting magnetic field [2]. Due to their low cost and ease of operation, DPF machines
are considered to be the best devices for producing plasma pinch (Z-pinch). Many studies
have been conducted to study the resulting plasma pinch in dense plasma focus devices in
both its Mather [3] and Filippo [4] models. These studies included mechanisms that form
the plasma pinch from the moment the capacitor bank is discharged until its collapse due
to the absence of plasma instabilities and factors affecting it such as the sheath current. [5]
The pinch current [6], the length of the insulator used to separate the anode and the cathode,
the type of gas used within the device [7,8], the parameters of the capacitor bank [9] and the
electrode geometry ... And radiation emissions from it [10-12].
In this paper, we study the effect of the difference in anode length in two different plasma
focus devices on the dimensions of the formed nitrogen plasma pinch and the result on the
Soft X-Ray (SXR) emission. A numerical simulation was performed using Lee’s code, which is
considered one of the most important programs used to simulate the phenomenon of dense
plasma focus, due to its important features, as it links electrical circuit parameters with the
dynamics and thermodynamics of the plasma focus and radiative emissions, providing a
realistic simulation of all the total properties of the plasma. The basic model is described in
[13]. This program has been used in many incinerated plasma devices such as UNU / ICTP
PFF, NX2, NX1 [14].

Description of the Two Devices

The two studied devices belong to the category of medium energy (1-100kJ) plasma
focus devices. These two devices are designed according to the (Mather) model where the
ratio of the length of the elevator to its radius is (z/a>1). The two devices studied differ in
the geometric dimensions of the poles where the length of the anode in the UNU / ICTP PFF
device is (z=16cm) while in the NX2 the length of the anode is (z=5cm) [15].
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Results and Discussion
First, numerical experiments were conducted using Lee’s code
in order to find the characteristics of the dense plasma focus formed
in both studied devices at a specific value for nitrogen gas pressure
based on studying the current resulting from the discharge of the
capacitor bank, which is considered one of the most important
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parameters when studying the phenomenon of dense plasma focus:

UNU / ICTP PFF dense plasma focus device

Figure 1 shows the waveform of the discharge current in the
UNU / ICTP PFF device from the moment of closing the switch at a
nitrogen gas pressure value (3 Torr):

Figure 1: The waveform of the discharge current in the UNU/ICTP PFF device.
It is noticed from Figure 1 that the highest value of the discharge
current is (156kA).
The simulation results showed that the velocity of the plasma

layer in the axial phase (vaxial = 5.3cm/µs) and the pinch time of the
formed plasma (10.6ns). Also, during the formation of the plasma
pinch, the density of the plasma reaches (ni=5.52 × 1023m-3) and its
temperature (T=1.5 × 106K), as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Plasma temperature during the compression phase.

Dense plasma focus device NX2
Figure 3 shows the path of the discharge current in the NX2
from the moment of closing the switch at a nitrogen gas pressure
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value (3 Torr):

Note from Figure 4 that the highest value of the discharge
current is (395kA).
Copyright © Alaa Nassif
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Figure 3: The waveform of the discharge current in the NX2.
The simulation results showed that the velocity of the plasma
layer in the axial phase (vaxial = 7.9cm/µs) and the pinch time of
the formed plasma (23.3ns). And that during the formation of the

plasma pinch, the density of the plasma reaches (ni = 5.01 × 1023m3
) and its temperature (T = 1.5 × 106 K), as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Plasma temperature during the compression phase.
Comparing the results, we note the effect of a decrease in the
anode length in the NX2 device on the value of the plasma velocity
in the axial phase, thus ensuring that a greater amount of the
capacitor bank energy reaches the compression phase and thus the
value of the radiative releases from the formed pinch plasma.

Secondly, Lee’s code was used to simulate the operation of the
two devices when increasing the nitrogen gas pressure to a value
after which no focusing occurs, as the pressure range in the UNU
/ ICTP PFF device was from 0.1 Torr to 4 Torr. In the NX2 device,
from 0.2 Torr to 10 Torr, to study the change in plasma pinch during
the change in gas pressure. The length and radius of the nitrogen
plasma pinch were found in both devices as shown in Table 1 & 2.
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Table 1: Dimensions of the plasma pinch when the nitrogen gas pressure changes in the UNU/ICTP PFF device.
Gas Pressure
P (Torr)

Pinch Radius
rmin(cm)

Pinch Length
Zmax(cm)

0.1

0.125

1.38

1

0.096

1.36

0.2
2
3
4

0.116
0.094
0.093
0.081

1.33
1.34
1.32
1.26
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Table 2: Dimensions of the plasma pinch when the nitrogen gas pressure changes in the NX2 device.
Gas Pressure
P (Torr)

Pinch Radius
rmin(cm)

Pinch Length
Zmax(cm)

0.2

0.26

2.86

1

0.24

2.84

0.5
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

1.

0.24
0.23
0.23
0.23
0.23

2.83
2.82
2.81
2.8

2.77

0.21

2.71

0.21
0.21

We note from the results the following

3.

2.86

0.22
0.22

2.

4.

2.74
2.68
2.64

The length of the nitrogen plasma pinch formed in the UNU
/ ICTP PFF device ranges from 1.26cm to 1.38cm and the
diameter from 0.081 cm to 0.125cm.

5.

6.

The length of the nitrogen plasma pinch formed in the NX2
device ranges from 2.64cm to 2.84cm and the radius ranges
from 0.21cm to 0.26cm.

The difference in the dimensions of the plasma pinch
dimensions in the two devices is due to the difference in the
length of the anode, which is in the UNU / ICTP PFF (z=16cm)
and in the NX2 device (z=5cm). The low value of the anode
length in the NX2 ensures that more capacitor bank power
reaches the compression phase, meaning that less energy is
consumed during the movement of the plasma layer along
the length of the elevator, which led to an increase in the size
of the plasma pinch in the NX2 compared to Those that are
configured in the UNU / ICTP PFF device.
The results of the study showed that the highest time period
for nitrogen plasma pinch in the UNU / ICTP PFF device was τ
= 13.6ns with an ion density of ni = 9.8 × 1023m-3 while in the
NX2 device, τ = 49.9 ns and ni=19×1023m-3.
This difference in the dimensions of the nitrogen plasma
hold, its survival time, and the density of ions within it in both
devices affected the value of the radioactive emissions.

The change in Soft X-Rays (SXR) yield was studied when the
pressure of nitrogen gas was changed in both studied devices,
as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: The change in soft X-rays yield in the two studied devices when the gas pressure changes.
Figure 5 The change in soft X-rays yield in the two studied
devices when the gas pressure changes
It is noticed from the figure that the highest value of the X-ray
yield at the same pressure value in both devices is Ysxr = 4.5J in the
NX2 device, while Ysxr = 0.2J in the UNU / ICTP PFF device.
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